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04/04/2024 - 25Live
Added "Contact Roles" as targets in Event Form rules, and clarified the display of the Scheduler in the Event
Form presentation to mention rules-based contact options (based on Feature Upvote requests)

Start and end times were also added as Event Form rules criteria

Added new User Settings > Display setting that allows a user with appropriate permissions to select which type
of tasks the top navigation bar indicator references

Re-introduced the "Select Today" calendar option in Pricing > Pricing Date
Administrators can now limit the number of reservation occurrences added to events from embedded forms by
guest users (based on Feature Upvote requests)

Added option to "Select All" in the Event Type Hierarchy folder view using a keyboard shortcut

Additional Fixes & Improvements
Pre-event variables that don't change after an event save were removed from  Template Variables >
Standard Event Variables
Ensured embedded Event Forms don't display blank event save messages

Fixed issue where loading was delayed after selecting the "Save Partition Preferences" button when bulk
editing organization partition preferences

Ensured event searches limited to "Recent and Future" reflect an accurate results list

Addressed display of search results showing abridged master definition items for users who do not have
permissions to view unabridged items

Resolved display issue in the Event Type Hierarchy view after selecting a folder or cabinet type to edit
then using the browser back button

Ensured partition preferences always save correctly when removing them

Fixed problem with creating events from the weekly Availability View when masquerading as another user

Improved display of task columns in the Event Details  Task List view

The Quick Search section on the Home Dashboard view for the viewer seat has been adjusted to show the
proper options when displayed on mobile devices

Visual improvements to availability views on mobile devices as well as better display of dropdown options
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